
SECOND LANGUAGE WRITNG SUPPORT: ONE-TO-ONE CONSULTING

WRITTEN RESPONSES

Your Background Frequencies

Class Year 2014 0

2015 3

2016 7

2017 11

Total  21

Native Language Chinese 10

French 2

Korean 5

Vietnamese 1

English/Mandarin 1

 Cantonese 1

Swahili and Somali 1

To improve my writing skills English HS 9

To get help with writing assignments Non-English  HS 12

Attended HS in this Country HS in USA 2

Elsewhere 19

English at home? Never 16

Sometimes 4

Often 0

Very Often 1

How well could you write in English when you came to Carleton Not well 6

Somewhat 14

Some /Very well 1

Very well 0

My Consultant

Showed genuine interest and concern Mean 4.8

Made me feel confortable Mean 4.9

Respectful and professional Mean 4.9

Knowledgable Am academic writing Mean 4.8

Knowledgable about outside writing resources Mean 4.8

Criticism and suggestions Mean 4.7

Clear about my responsibilities Mean 4.8

Clear about his/her resonsibilities Mean 4.8

Overall, my experience with my consultant Average 1

Good 3

Excellent 17

Recommend this consultant to other students? Yes 20

No 1

Language Proficiency

Clear structure, argument flow Mean 3.9

Specific word choices, effective and clear writing structure Mean 4.0

Improved English grammar and word choice Mean 4.3

Improved constructing effective essays Mean 4.5

Improved reading in English Mean 3.6

1 = Strongly Disagree - 5 = Strongly Agree

1 = Strongly Disagree - 5 = Strongly Agree
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Preparation for Future Work at Carleton

Points out mistakes and we read it together Mean 4.5

Better understanding of the epectations of Am Academic writing Mean 4.6

Answering my questions with best effort and helping me step by step. Mean 4.6

Can better approach a writing assignment Mean 4.5

             Would recommend this consultant to other students?

Yes 

[My consultant] is very helpful and thoughtful

[My consultant] was very responsible about her job and also very helpful

Draw tree graph together, condense the main idea in each paragraph I wrote and 

see if it makes sense or fit my original purpose

[My consultant] listens to you very thoughtfully and gives wonderful pieces of 

[My consultant] is extremely helpful with brainstorming process and also other processes

[My consultant] is helpful

[My consultant] is helpful

[My consultant] is awesome :)

Idea flow and grammar

Read my paper and go through it sentence by sentence

No

The sessions became a burden because [My consultant]'s feedback was not useful

1 = Strongly Disagree - 5 = Strongly Agree

It is very helpful

[My consultant] is really patient and very good at explaining, I wish [My consultant] 

was not a senior and that I could keep working with [My consultant]!
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Why one-to-one?

Because I need help with my writing

Insecurities with writing and writing block. Never learned grammar officially

I believed I could gain much more writing skill, which is very important

Because I want someone to assist and advise me on writing

Because it's very convenient

My A&I professor demanded it

I wish to go into the field of journalism or writing related careers

I needed a thorough help

I'm not confident with my English and really need help

To improve writing

I want to ensure to write the right stuff

I felt incompetent about my writing

To improve my writing skills

To get help with writing assignments

To make sure the format of essays was correct

To help with my writing in English and to brainstorm

I have little experience of writing academic paper using English. So I think I need someone to help me start.

Because I feel like I needed extra help

I wanted to take more humanity courses, and essays are crucial for those classes

Because this helps the most

How to succeed as a writer at Carleton?

To be clear, know your audience

Citation. I was not used to do the full citation, but now I learned. General grammar and writing style.

[My consultant] helped a lot with insight to composing a paper and the process. Definitley helpful for the rest 

of my life. Also provided a lot of insightful comments. Helped me with getting to the point and being concite.

Plan/Outline the paper first, Have someone else to read your paper to ensure the paper's coherent throughout

I learned to appreciate the benefits of going through several drafts to make my essays more well-organized 

Write more and it also would be the best if one of us know the writing style the professor likes

How to construct the structure of effective writing, How to avoid vague and confusing writing terms and 

Better organization and brainstorming

Make thorough and clear plan (outline) at the very first phase of writing

Plan ahead of time, spend enough time to think/brainstorm before actually start writing, talk through ideas 

with someone else and fix things don't make sense, write concisely and write according to assignment's 

Provide examples and reasonings

Always back up arguments with evidences

Be clear and more concise

I learnt that to write a good paper you need to plan well, write proofread it and ask other to reread it

This question is a little vague so I assume it is asking what I learned from [My consultant]: I think what I learned 

this term is more about precise wording. I learned what words to use to precisely describe different things. 

1. Edit multiple times--follow your thesis/have a strong thesis  2. Transition sentences- topic sentences
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How to succeed as a writer at Carleton? - Continued

Be concise, clear and logical

Clear structure, argument flow

Specific word choices, effective and clear writing structure

1. Understanding the task for the assignment is really important (to know exactly what professors are looking 

for in the essays)  2. Start at least three days before it is due--I found the overall quality of paper gets so much 

better if I start it earlier  3. Always, get proofread--others opinions on my paper do make my overall arguments 

Talk to professors and know what they're looking for exactly. Clarity is the most important thing in writing an 

academic essay.

Most effective thing that your consultant did?
Points out mistakes and we read it together

Getting help with my essay assignments and writing portfolio

Answering my questions with best effort and helping me step by step.

[My consultant] went through the writings with me that we could both find out the problems and I could fix 

We go over my essay together and [My consultant] will point out parts in my essay that are unclear and 

Go over the structure first, then details

Editing first draft and improving writing

Brainstorming , organizing my thoughts on the essay

Suggesting how to write this content in a better way (better wording)

Draw tree graph together, condense the main idea in each paragraph I wrote and see if it makes sense or fit my 

Help me develop my arguments

Help me construct my essays

Give suggestions for structures

[My consultant] showed me how to proofread and organise

I can't think of anything very specific. [My consultant] was generally effective with [their] approaches

Help me rearrange the order of my paragraphs

Brainstorming and grammar checking

Idea flow and grammar

Read my paper and go through it sentence by sentence

[My consultant] helped me to understand how to use simple sentences to convey my ideas.

What else could your consultant have done to make your meetings more effective?
Longer time for the meeting

Practicing English speaking and listening

Already good.

We usually read the papers out loud that it is easier to see whether a point is clear or not

[My consultant] answered my questions on citation styles and gave me advice on how to read problems

Maybe set a time on each parts to talk about, so we don't go off topics

[My consultant] just knows me very well, more than any of my friends. [My consultant] understands my 

concerns, and gives me great feedbacks academically and non-academically

Checking grammar and fluency

[My consultant] was always reachable and willing to meet even late at night. Instead of focusing on little 

details, [My consultant] was fantastic at organizing 
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What else could your consultant have done to make your meetings more effective? - 

Continued
[My consultant] was the best. [My consultant] even asked me to send my final draft a day before the deadline. 

Then [My consultant] gave me final comments about my final draft, which helped a lot.

Taken similar classes from the same department/professor

Explain me better how to find a thesis

Know more about the topic

Have more academic background related to my assignments

[My consultant] spent too much time on minor details. [My consultant] could have focused on the big picture 

Have more of an opinion on my work, criticize and give more suggestions

N/A

N/A

Feedback on strengths and weaknesses of each paper

What else could  you have done to make your meetings more effective?
Be prepared more

Learn to use better words or idioms since I am using only basic sentences when I write my essays

Met more consistantly winter/spring. 

None

Try to start writing way ahead of deadline, so we can arrange to meet multiple times

Can't think of any, because it's just going so great!!

If my assistant had more background on the topic, it would have been easier for her to correct/edit my essays

I could have been their with more completed draft

Plan ahead of time

Explain the task better

Bring more drafts

Work with the proposed meeting timeline in mind

Have prepared more before my classes

Go to meeting with better drafts.

Always come with a draft

More clearly explain my assignment

Prepare more questions

I should have met with [My consultant] more regularly and tried to do other writing exercises
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